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“JUDAISM,” SAYS RABBI A. J. HESCHEL, “IS A RELIGION OF TIME, AIMED AT THE SANCtification of time.” At The Toronto Heschel School, chaggim are sources of enduring Jewish
meaning. Rosh Hashanah announces new changes and challenges; Sukkot sends our gaze
skyward to the moon and stars that peak through our open roofs; Chanukkah teaches how
our neshamah shines brightly when we fight for our traditions and customs; Tu Bishvat
urges us to be responsible stewards of the earth we have been gifted; Pesach alerts us that
none are free until are free; Shavuot gathers us for intergenerational study – re-enacting how
all generations were together at Sinai. Each chag nurtures our minds, bodies, and souls with
the riches of Jewish learning. Pictured on the cover is Naomi Borovitch in her Junior
Kindergarten year at Heschel. Naomi is now starting Grade 3. The Toronto Heschel is celebrating its 25th year of providing children with a unique approach to Jewish education.
(See article on page 8)

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends throughout Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Joyous Rosh Hashanah Celebration
May the coming year be a happy and healthy one for family and friends.
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Email: castleauto@idirect.com
1117 Castlefield Ave., Toronto, ON
www.CastleAutoCollision.com
We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Our Jewish Friends and Clients
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year be blessed with health and happiness.
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Reflections on the
New Year
Any assessment of the position of the Jewish community in
North America as the year 5781
opens is disturbingly contradictory.
To be sure, were it not for
COVID-19 synagogues would be
filled to capacity for Rosh Hashanah
services, even those which often find
it difficult to gather a minyan for
daily services. Charitable organizations have developed sophisticated
techniques to attract multitudes of
patrons to sumptuous - and expensive - fundraising dinners. Dozens
of Jewish writers are dedicating
themselves to important Jewish
subjects and even those who only
skim the surface of Jewish life
often have important stories to
tell. While the Jewish community has not produced any Bachs,
Mozarts or Beethovens Jews
have long been among the West’s
most noted contemporary composers and are included among
the most skilled performers of
great music. Financial pages and
television screens regularly provide full coverage of multimillionaire Jews, many of them among
the West’s most notable philanthropists. And medical experts
being asked for their opinions on
the current pandemic are often
renowned Jewish infectious disease specialists dedicating their
time and expertise to the saving
of lives.
And so even if the snake of
white skinned racists like Travis
Patron has not been totally
scotched”, even if Jews approach
the New Year knowing that “man is
born to sorrow as the sparks fly
upward”, it still appears to most
Jews that “god’s in his heaven and,
all’s right with the world.” But be-

neath this veneer of complacency
the danger of internal disintegration
lingers. Despite what would have
been packed synagogues during the
High Holidays, despite the proliferation of organizations providing
“safety nets” to protect Jews from
the vicissitudes of everyday life,
too few among us feel it necessary
to engage in the battle for Jewish
survival and Jewish institutions
are largely unsuccessful in reducing the rate of attrition stemming
the will of the Jewish community
to preserve itself. Jews may still
turn their attention to the disaster of the Holocaust. But even
those who
mourn the loss of
Jewish life do not seem impelled
to put in the effort to help preserve the rich Jewish traditions
that survived the raw carnage of
the Nazis. And while loyalty to
Israel’s survival remains undiminished, many North American Jews
are finding it increasingly difficult
to embrace a nation which gives
far too much power to a small
minority who dismiss Reform and
Conservative Jews as Christians in
disguise.
North American Jewry could
be a powerful source for the preservation of those values which have
shaped Western civilization. But it
must be acknowledged that Canadian
and American Jewry, despite their
integration into the national life of
their communities, are only tangentially involved in the struggle to
ensure Jewish survival and to transmit to the non-Jewish world the traditions bequeathed to them by their
patriarchs and prophets. The battle
to ensure that Diaspora Jewry does
not flounder on the shoal of indifference is far from won.

The Jewish Standard is published monthly in Toronto and Montreal by Michael Hayman, Editor and Publisher. 1110 Finch Ave West, Suite 1029, Toronto,
ON M3J 3M2 905 417-5252. Printed and bound in Toronto, Canada by Regal Press Canada. Publication Mail Registration Number 40055943
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THE WORLD IN REVIEW
NEWS OF THE RECENT PAST IS REVIEWED
By NOAH FREEDMAN
Kamala Harris’
Jewish Family
“My family means
everything to me”,
Sen.
Kamala Harris said in her

first speech as Joe Biden’s
running mate.
“And I’ve
had a lot of titles over my
career, and certainly vicepresident will be great,
but ’momala’ will always be

SHANA TOVA
to All Our Jewish Friends and Customers

We Wish the Jewish Community of the GTA
A Happy and Healthy Rosh Hashanah

the one that means the
most”.
Kamela Harris’ husband Douglas Emhoff, an
entertainment lawyer in
California, has two sons
from his previous marriage.
It was they, knowingly or
otherwise, who gave their
stepmother the nickname
“mamele”, that term of
endearment for moms.
Harris and Emhoff
met in 2013 on a blind date.
When Emhoff texted Harris
that he was at a Lakers
game, Harris somewhat
embarrassingly answered
“Go Lakers”, even though
she later admitted that she
was a Golden State Warriors
fan.
The couple hit it off
almost instantly. They were
married in 2014 in a wedding
that
incorporated
Jewish and Indian traditions. Emhoff broke a glass
and Harris gave her new
soulmate
a
traditional
Indian garland.
Harris and Emhoff
are not the only “Jewish”
connection
on
the
Democratic ticket.
Joe
Biden’s son Hunter, he of
the rather checkered past,
married Melissa Cohen in
2019 six days after they
met. Cohen is a liberal and

a devout Jew. The couple
recently gave birth to a baby
boy.

Harris and
Israel
Kamala
Harris’
views on Israel will do much
to allay the fears of Jewish
voters who worry the
Democratic Party, under the
influence of squamates
Cortez, Omar and Tlaib, is
veering too far to the left.
Harris’ views align closely
with those of Joe Biden and
so the ticket provides considerable comfort to the
party’s Jewish supporters.
Harris has strong
ties to AIPAC, the country‘s
largest pro-Israel lobby, and
is against conditioning aid
to Israel to influence its
policies.
She has also
strongly opposed supporting U.N. resolutions as a
means of condemning Israel
and has been muted in any
criticism of the current
Israeli government.
She
criticized former President
Barak Obama for failing to
veto a UN Security Council
resolution on Israel settlements and then co-sponsored a bill that challenged
(Please turn to page 26)

PALESTINIANS IN THE WEST BANK AND GAZA
protest the recent agreement between Israel and
the United Arab Emirates.
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ANTI-SEMITIC BLOOD
LIBELS AND COVID-19
PALESTINIANS RELY ON ISRAEL’S HELP TO FIGHT THE VIRUS BUT STILL BLAME THE JEWS
By RICKI HOLLANDER, CAMERA
Anti-Semitic blood
libels and conspiracy theories often incorporate irrelevant but true facts in order
to create preposterous and
defamatory
accusations
against Jews, which are
seized upon and spread
among the community, providing justification for even
more Jew hatred. Medieval
blood libels, for example,
accused the Jews of brutalizing
and
murdering
Christians in order to use

BEST WISHES FOR
A HAPPY AND HEAL
ALT
THY
ROSH HASHANAH

The following article appeared in CAMERA, the
Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting. - The
Editor
their blood for the matzos
required for Passover, incorporating true facts: Yes,
Jews celebrate Passover
and yes, Passover rituals
include the eating of
matzah. But the only ingredients required for matzah
are flour and water, not
blood. In fact, the consumption of any type of blood is

prohibited in Judaism, as is
murder. Yet among the
ignorant and credulous,
this absurd fabrication continues to take hold.
It has been widely
reported that the Covid-19
pandemic has resulted in
unprecedented cooperation
and coordination between
Israel and the Palestinians.

Israel has provided the
Palestinian Authority with
hundreds of testing kits and
protective gear for healthcare workers, as well as
workshops with Palestinian
doctors and joint monitoring groups to discuss methods to contain the pandemic
in the region. Even Nikolay
Mladenov,
UN
Special
Coordinator for the Middle
East Peace Process, a group
accused of “systemic anti(Please turn to page 10)
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THE PROBLEM WITH
TRUMP’S BLOODLINES
ONLY EXTREMISTS NOW ACCEPT THE NOTION OF “GOOD” AND “BAD” BLOODLINES
By RAFAEL MEDOFF
President Trump’s
recent remark about Henry
Ford’s “good bloodlines” has
aroused curiosity and controversy. Trump actually is
not the first president to
subscribe to the discredited
notion that there is such a
thing as “good” blood and
“bad” blood. But you have
to go back nearly a century
to find another American
head of state who openly
embraced such notions.
During his visit to a
Ford Motor Company plant
in Michigan,
Mr. Trump
was supposed to read from
a prepared text, in which he

(Dr. Rafael Medoff is founding director of
The David S. Wyman Institute for Holocaust
Studies, and the author of The Jews Should
Keep Quiet: President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, and the Holocaust, from
The Jewish Publication Society in 2019.)
would state simply, “The
company founded by a man
named Henry Ford teamed
up with the company founded by Thomas Edison —
that’s General Electric.”
But with Ford executive chairman William C.
Ford Jr., the great-grandson
of Henry Ford, standing
nearby, T rump turned to

him and ad-libbed: “The
company founded by a man
named Henry Ford--good
bloodlines, good bloodlines,
if you believe in that stuff.
You got good blood. They
teamed up with the company founded by Thomas
Edison--that's
General
Electric. It's good stuff.
That's good stuff.”

One
wishes
the
president of the United
States would have more
than a passing familiarity
with American history.
Perhaps it is unrealistic to
expect Mr. Trump to know
that Henry Ford was
America’s worst promulgator of antisemitism in the
1920s—for which Adolf
Hitler praised him, by
name, in the pages of Mein
Kampf. Or that Ford accepted Nazi Germany’s highest
award for foreigners, the
Grand Cross of the German
Eagle, in 1938. Still, Trump’s
(Please turn to page 12)

WE WISH ALL OUR JEWISH FRIENDS AND CLIENTS THROUGHOUT
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK, YORK REGION
AND HALTON-PEEL
A HAPPY AND HEALTHY NEW YEAR
WE ARE ALWAYS PLEASED TO DISCUSS YOUR FAMILY’S NEEDS.

Your Trusted Home Care Partner!
Mobility Assistance • Meal Planning & Preparation • Personal Care
Medication Reminders • Meaningful Companionship • Light Housekeeping
Appointment Accompaniment & Outings • And much more
Follow Us:
Facebook Twitter Linkedin
355 Eglinton Ave. W Toronto, ON M5N 1A3
Phone: 416-488-8777
www.torontohomecareassistance.ca
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EYE ON
TORONTO

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to the Jewish Community and to Our
Jewish Friends and Patients
May the coming year be a happy and healthy one.

NAMES IN THE NEWS IN OUR CITY
By MIKE COHEN
B’NAI BRITH GOLF:
It is a good thing that the
fifth annual
B’nai Brith
Charity Golf Classic was
rescheduled to take place
towards the end of the summer, on August 17. This
was just in time for COVID19 restrictions to ease up.
The event, held at the

Thornhill Club and chaired
by Chief Media Officer
Marty York, was a resounding success. Despite a
delayed date and a reduced
number of players because
of COVID-19 restrictions,
the event was sold out well
in
advance.
Celebrity
guests included former
(Please turn to page 20)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers
May the coming year be blessed with
health and happiness.
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to the Jewish Community
May the coming year be a happy and healthy one.

CELEBRATING
25 YEARS
TORONTO HESCHEL SCHOOL MARKS AN
IMPORTANT MILESTONE
By BAILEY DANIELS

www.theyesgroup.ca
We Extend Best Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends and Customers
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year bring
you and your family health and prosperity.

It seems like not so
long ago that The Toronto
Heschel School burst forth
on Toronto’s Jewish day
school scene with a new
approach to Jewish education, and yet, remarkably,
this year marks the school’s
25th anniversary.
The
founders of the school
dreamed of offering a different kind of Jewish Day
School, which embraced the
diversity of the Jewish world
within a child-centred, nurturing environment with
high academic standards.
The school started with 52
students in JK to Grade 3 in
the educational wing of
Beth David Synagogue, and

doubled by the second
year. A few years later, the
school expanded to open a
Junior High within Adath
Israel Synagogue. The two
campuses were brought
together under the same
roof, or onto their expansive
six-acre field, at Sheppard
Ave W and Faywood Blvd in
2006, and has expanded to
over 300 students in Junior
Kindergarten to Grade 8.
“We have grown a lot since
the school opened in
1996,”said Greg Beiles,
Head of School and Director
of Education, “but it is
amazing how true we have
stayed to the vision of the
(Please turn to page 16)

We Extend Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends. and Customers throughout
the GTA, Mississauga, Oakville and Burlington

• We Purchase A Wide Range of Non Ferrous Metals & Ferrous
Metals
• Serving The Entire GTA From Our Oakville &
East Mississauga Locations
• Complete Industrial Container Service
• Convenient Dropoff At Our Warehouses
• Visit Our Web site For Complete Information

905-825-1288
1150 South Service Rd. W., Oakville(Between 4th Line & 3rd Line)

905-612-1288
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MUSIC IN
EXILE
TORONTO CHAMBER GROUP RELEASES WORKS
BY WALTER KAUFMAN
Before
National
Socialism forced him to flee
Europe, Walter Kaufmann
seemed destined for an
exceptional career, his
huge musical gifts accompanied by a disarming
charm and an infectious
enthusiasm. As a student
in Prague, Kaufmann was
welcomed into the intellectual circle that had supported Franz Kafka Kaufmann had lodged with
the writer’s mother and
later married Kafka’s niece,
Kaufmann's music is an
extraordinary
blend
of
Eastern and Western traditions, both adventurous
and accessible, and no less

compelling for the eightyyear delay since its first performance.
“The hallmark of
this remarkable music,”
says Simon Wynberg, the
Artistic Director of the
multi-Grammy nominated
Ensemble’s CD release
“Music in Exile,” is its
incredible striking originality. Although Kaufmann
received his training in the
Western classical tradition
as a composer and ethnomusicologist, he held a particular appreciation and
fascination for the music of
the east and especially
India. His chamber pieces
(Please turn to page 24)
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We Extend Best Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends and Clients
for a Happy and Healthy
ROSH HASHANAH

Avanti
Surveying
310 North Queen St.
Suite 102
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Shana T o v a
ANSWER THE CALL
These life-saving vehicles carry over
1,000,000 patients to hospital each year.

Help them save lives!
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
to the Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year be blessed with health and
happiness for family and friends.

ANTI-SEMITIC BLOODLINES
(Continued from preceding page 5)
anti-Israel
bias”,
has chances of becoming the
praised the excellent coordi- next Palestinian rais.”
No doubt that is why
nation and cooperation
Shtayyeh
put forth a new
between the Israeli and
libel
against
Israel: On
Palestine
authorities
March 29th, the Palestinian
regarding the pandemic.
Yet
despite
this prime minister proclaimed
cooperation,
anti-Israel that IDF soldiers were delibincitement and libels con- erately trying to infect
tinue. In fact, some of the Palestinians with coronsame people who are coor- avirus. “This is racism and
dinating with authorities hatred of people who long
in Israel about the pan- for the death of the other,”
demic are also using the he said. “We will record this
coronavirus as a handy in the list of crimes [against
hook on which to pin Israel].”
Based on a video clip
their anti-Israel libels and
showing
a soldier spitting
incite the Palestinian
on the ground while on a
populace against Israel.
Palestinian
Prime patrol in Hebron, Shtayyeh
Minister
Mohammed exaggerated, supplemented
Shtayyeh, for example, has and distorted the crude and
acknowledged coordinating juvenile action of one Israeli
with Israel, establishing a soldier into a full blown libel
joint medical committee to against Israel.
PLO
Secretarymonitor and cooperate the
response to the pandemic. General Saeb Erekat echoed
But as Palestinian analyst and broadened the libel by
Khaled Abu Toameh points attributing the spreading of
out, Shtayyeh is hoping that Covid-19 to Israeli settlers:
the coronavirus crisis will “…The settler gangs go wild,
boost his chance of becom- the latest example of which
spitting
on
ing the next Palestinian is…the
Authority president and in Palestinian cars and proporder “to win the hearts and erty in order to transfer the
minds of his people, he corona disease to them… all
needs to talk less about of these are expressions of
cooperation with Israel. The the spirit of hate taking
more he condemns Israel, root, the spread of the
the more he increases his incitement to racism, and

We Extend Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to the Jewish Community of the GTA
May 5781 be a year of health and happiness
for family and friends.
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the wild desire to get rid of
the Palestinian people in
any way…”
PA
spokesman
Ibrahim Melhem has reportedly spoken about his cooperation with the Israelis several times during press
briefings. But that did not
stop him from readily
accepting and helping promote the libel against Israel,
at least for the consumption
of the Palestinian people. He
is quoted in an article in the
official PA daily as saying:
“It is not strange that the
settlers and occupation soldiers are doing acts such as
these [trying to infect
Palestinian property], as
they are striving for the epidemic’s spread in Palestine.
In addition, they are
attempting to approach our
laborers and mingle with
them in order to transfer
the disease to them.”
A similar libel concerns Palestinian workers
returning from Israel to
their homes in the West
Bank, although this was at
the behest of PLO Prime
Minister
Mohammed
Shtayyeh. In fact, Israel had
given Palestinians workers
the choice of remaining
inside Israel for up to two
months, and requiring their
employers to arrange a
place for them to live. It was
the Palestinian prime minister who insisted that “all

Palestinian laborers return
to their homes” from Israel
in order to “protect them
and preserve their wellbeing.” Still, Fatah and the
PA latched onto this to create a new libel. Under the
banner, “Israel launches a
biological
war
against
Palestine” Fatah”, on its
official Facebook page, they
accused Israel of using the
returning Palestinian workers as carriers to infect the
Palestinian population with
Covid-19.
For Palestinian leaders, the blood libel is a calibrated tool in their balancing act of portraying Israel
as an evil, blood-thirsty villain while still depending on
that same “villain” for help
and succor in battling the
pandemic.
Blood libels are nurtured by hatred and weakened
by
exposure.
Palestinian leaders use
them because they believe
their route to power hinges
on fueling hatred for Israel
and Jews, no matter the
circumstances, while BDS
activists reveal the true
nature of their vile, racist
motives as they freely propagate anti-Semitic libels to
fuel more hatred. It is up
to responsible and fair
journalists to expose and
condemn the blood libels
and those who employ
them.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area for
ROSH HASHANAH
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We Wish All Our Friends
A Happy and Healthy
ROSH HASHANAH
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TRUMP’S BLOODLINES

SHANA TOVA
to All Our Jewish Customers and Friends
throughout the GTA

SUPPLYING RESTAURANTS, HOTELS,
INSTITUTIONS AND CATERERS
We guarantee the highest quality of fresh and
custom-processed produce!
www.ajlanzarotta.com
1000 Lakeshore Rd., East, Mississauga
905-891-0510
No charge dial 1-800-361-4519

(Continued from page 6)
advisers and speechwriters blood, there’s no question
have an obligation to keep about it. Great stuff.”
him fully informed.
Some of his stateThe more disturbing ments regarding genes and
question, however, pertains blood concern his uncle, the
to President Trump’s refer- late Dr. John Trump. As a
ences to “good blood.” presidential candidate in
Granted, he inserted the 2015, he asserted at one
caveat, “if you believe in rally that he has “good
that stuff.” But the very fact genes, very good genes,
that he brought it up, okay, very smart” as supunprovoked—and the fact posedly proven by the fact
that he has made similar that his uncle was a profesremarks in the past—sug- sor at MIT. Earlier this year,
gests that he, for one, does President Trump said he
“believe in that stuff.”
believes he has “a natural
In 2016, Mr. Trump ability” in the field of meditold British business lead- cine because his uncle “was
ers that they have “good a great super genius.”
bloodlines” and “amazing
The idea that a perDNA.” At a rally in son’s abilities and behavior
Mississippi that year, he are determined chiefly by
said, “I have great genes their “blood” or genes was
and all that stuff, which I’m widespread in the United
a believer in.” In a 2014 States in the late 1800s and
documentary, he said, “I’m early 1900s. It went hand in
proud to have that German glove with the notion that

SHANA TOVA
WE WISH ALL OUR JEWISH FRIENDS, ASSOCIATES, CLIENTS AND CUSTOMERS IN
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK, YORK REGION AND HALTON-PEEL
A HAPPY, HEALTHY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Creating sustainable, efficient and inspired buildings
across North America!
Senior Living • Institutional & Academic • Multi Residential
Commercial & Industrial • Master Planning
6 Leswyn Road, Toronto, ON M6A 1K2
design@globalarchitect.ca
416-256-4440
www.globalarchitect.ca
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whites
from
northern
Europe were a superior race
that was under siege by
inferior races from Africa,
Asia, and southern and
eastern Europe.
Such
attitudes
extended even to the White
House. Theodore Roosevelt
wrote in 1897—just a few
years before he became
president—that
it
was
important to “keep for the
white race the best portion
of the new world’s surface.”
He insisted it was the
responsibility of “AngloSaxon women” to bear children “numerous enough so
that the race shall increase
and not decrease.”
Woodrow
Wilson
wrote a book in 1902 in
which he warned that “men
of the lowest class” from
Italy and “of the meaner
sort” from Hungary and
Poland, were “men out of
the ranks where there was
neither skill nor energy nor
any initiative of quick intelligence; and they came in
the
numbers
which
increased from year to year,
as if the countries of the
south of Europe were disburdening themselves of the
more sordid and hapless
elements of their population.”
There is “a fundamental, eternal, inescapable
difference” between the
races, President Warren
Harding declared in a speech

in 1921. “Racial amalgamation there cannot be.”
Vice president—and
soon to be president—
Calvin Coolidge wrote in
Good Housekeeping magazine in 1921: “There are
racial considerations too
grave to be brushed aside
for any sentimental reasons. Biological laws tell
us that certain divergent
people will not mix or
blend. The Nordics propagate themselves successfully.
With
other
races, the outcome shows
deterioration on both
sides.”
Based
on
that
premise, the U.S. government adopted restrictive
immigration laws, based on
national origins, in the
early 1920s. “We have
closed the doors just in
time to prevent our Nordic
population being overrun
by the lower races,” Senator
David A. Reed, one of the
authors of the restrictive
legislation, asserted in a
New York Times op-ed. “The
racial
composition
of
America at the present time
thus is made permanent.”
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt shared these sentiments. In the 1920s, he
wrote articles warning that
“the mingling of Asiatic
blood with European or
American blood produces,
in nine cases out of ten,
(Please turn to following page)
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SHANA TOVA
to all Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout the GTA
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends in
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
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to All Our Friends

New Year
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We Wish Our Friends and Customers
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

TRUMP’S BLOODLINES
(Continued from preceding page)
the
most
unfortunate country and thoroughly
results.” He asserted that assimilated.
America should welcome
With the advent of
European immigrants who modern science and more
possessed “blood of the enlightened views concernright sort.” In 1939, as pres- ing race and culture, centuident, he privately boasted ry-old attitudes about one
to a Senate ally that “we race being better than othknow there is no Jewish ers generally have been disblood in our veins.”
carded, except among a
FDR’s harsh policy small fringe of extremists.
of
suppressing
Jewish All that talk about the
refugee immigration far value of “good bloodlines,”
below what the quota laws which did not disturb
allowed, in the 1930s and many people eighty or a
1940s, reflected his vision hundred years ago, by now
of a United States that was should be a thing of the
overwhelmingly
white, past. The fact that the
Anglo-Saxon and virtually president of the United
all Protestant. In his view, States is expressing such
modest numbers of foreign- views in the year 2020 is a
ers should be admitted only reminder that some bad
if they were, as he put it, ideas do not easily go out
“spread thin” around the of style.

THE STAFF AND MANAGEMENT OF
THE JEWISH STANDARD
WISH THE COMMUNITY A
HAPPY, HEALTHY AND PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR
COMING SOON

GARRY HURVITZ
BRAIN SCIENCE
ES
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THE

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends in
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year
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CELEBRATING 25 YEARS
(Continued from page 8)
school as an ethically-cen- and wonder in the students
tred, socially activist com- is a key goal during the
munity where Jewish and learning
process
at
general studies are seam- Heschel. Other important
lessly integrated, and where tenets inspired by Heschel
the arts and an environ- are tikkun olam, which
mental ethos are alive and starts in Heschel’s very own
strong.”
community garden, promotThe teachings of ing pluralism, understandRabbi Abraham Joshua ing and respect, applying
Heschel have underpinned the ethical teachings of the
the school’s values and phi- Torah in everyday life, and
losophy from the start. His Derekh Eretz, where mitzvot
teachings and writing high- begin with small acts of
light a commitment to kindness to each other.
Judaism with deep respect
COVID-19
means
for all people and social jus- The Toronto Heschel School
tice. “Our goal should be to will be celebrating their
live life in radical amaze- 25th year a little differently
ment,” Heschel wrote. “Get than expected, but Beiles
up in the morning and look stated that they are thrilled
at the world in a way that to be back in school with
takes nothing for granted. small cohort sizes, some
Begin each day with a grate- outdoor classrooms, and its
ful heart.” Inspiring awe warm community this fall.
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THE “NEW”
BETH SHOLOM
Beth
Sholom
Synagogue and its adjacent
Hebrew School were first
constructed in the late
1940’s. Over the years with
a growing congregation,
several renovations and a
west side addition were
added to the building.
Nearly 70 years later, the
synagogue is facing a challenge again: how should
they continue to build to
meet the needs of the new
generation? The synagogue
now requires a rejuvenated
facility to accommodate
both existing and new
members of the congregation and their evolving
requirements.
The proposed scope
of work for the regeneration
of the Synagogue facilities is
a combination of renovations and additions in order
to support new programs,
as well as to improve the
building’s ability to accommodate
the day-to-day
existing activities within the
Synagogue. The main priorities for modernization and
expansions to the facility
include: a renovated worship space with a more welcoming feel, new clergy wing,

significant additional multipurpose space, improved
administrative area and
rejuvenated exterior fac�
ade
of the building.
One of the most
pressing deficiencies prior
to project commencement
was the lack of dedicated
space for community activities. With an understanding
of these requirements, a
new clergy and community
wing is being added on top
of the existing building on
the south side. The additions are structured by a
new double height gallery
space.
A major transformation to the facility will be a
re-cladding of the exterior of
the building. The gray stucco is currently in various
states of disrepair. The recladding will be a striking
combination of stone composite panels, curtain walls,
bronze metal panels and
bronze metal trims. The
architectural themes from
the north elevation carry
through to the south elevation and were generated by
the vertical rhythm of existing strained glass fenestrations. (see also page 20)
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We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends
throughout
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We Wish Our Jewish Friends across the GTA
A Happy and Healthy
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SHANA TOVA
to All Our Jewish Friends and Customers

EYE ON TORONTO
(Continued from page 7)
NHL stars Marcel Dionne,
Dennis
Maruk,
Gary
Leeman and Rick Vaive.
B’nai Brith received
an incredible amount of
positive feedback from the
players and participants

We Extend Best Wishes to the
STATE OF ISRAEL
and to our Jewish Friends and Customers on
ROSH HASHANAH

who attended the event, and
a lot of money was raised for
the organization’s many
charitable causes – including vital services for the
needy and their efforts to
combat hatred and discrimination in Canada. Officials
at the Thornhill Club did a
masterful job in ensuring
that excellent safety and
health protocols were followed.
B’nai
Brith
has
advocated for Canadian

We Wish Our Jewish
Friends across the GTA
A Happy, Healthy
and Prosperous
ROSH HASHANAH
BNKC PARTNER, ELIE
Newman is a Torontobased architect and
urban designer who
is spearheading the
planning and design
for a significant addition and upgrade to
Beth Sholom, which
will support new programs and improve
the building’s ability
to accommodate the
day-to-day activities
within
the
synagogue.
Newman is
convinced that places
of
worship
today
must engage young
people and future
generations towards
faith through design.
He says, “It’s about
creating a sacred
space that’s more
than just a place for
prayer – it’s a centre
for social community
life with multipur pose features, which
offer something for
everyone”.

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO,
NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
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Jewry and championed the
cause of human rights since
1875. The organization is
recognized as a vital voice in
promoting Jewish unity and
continuity,
a
staunch
defender of the State of
Israel and global Jewry, a
tireless advocate on behalf
of senior citizens and a
leader in combating antisemitism and racism. They
are the grassroots voice of
the Jewish Community, and
the country’s oldest inde-

We Wish the Jewish
Community a
Happy and Healthy
ROSH HASHANAH

We Extend Best
Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends
throughout
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO

pendent and self-funded
national Jewish organization. Support comes from
thousands of Canadian
families with diverse backgrounds and interests that
empower the organization to
speak to government, to
media and to the public at
large, on issues of concern
to the Jewish community.
B’nai Brith’s wideranging educational and
social programming, community and volunteer services, and human rights initiatives provide a source of
connection, continuity and
support to Canada’s Jewish
community. The diversity of
B'nai Brith Canada's community programming has
necessitated the creation
over the years of a number
of different departments
and centres which are
uniquely suited to furthering the mandate of the organization, while overseeing
tasks directly related to specific
programs
and
services.
Log on to
www.bnaibrith.ca.
CANADIAN JEWISH
RECORD: Two of my old
friends,
Torontonians
Bernie M. Farber and Ron
Csillag, are overseeing a
fantastic new website called
the
Canadian
Jewish
Record (www.canadianjew
ishrecord.ca). It was created
following the demise of the
Canadian Jewish News last
spring. Co-founder and
Publisher Farber is well
known in Canada for his
seminal work in human and
civil rights. The recipient of
numerous
awards
and
Canadian medals he is the
past CEO of Canadian
Jewish
Congress,
the
Mosaic Institute and the
Paloma Foundation. Today
he chairs the Canadian
Antihate Network and the
Rights and Ethics committee of Community Living
Toronto. Co-founder and
editor Csillag grew up in
Chomedey (Laval), Quebec.
He has been a journalist for
40 years in print and broadcasting. He was a reporter
(Please turn to page 24)
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a Happy and Heathy
ROSH HASHANAH

We Wish All the Jewish Community
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
ROSH HASHANAH
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TORONTO FAMILY CELEBRATES
DAUGHTER’S GRADUATION DESPITE
ISRAEL’S COVID RESTRICTIONS
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We Wish Our Jewish Friends
A Happy and Healthy New Year

We Wish Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout the GTA
A Happy and Healthy
ROSH HASHANAH

AN EMOTIONAL FAMILY REUNION AT BEIT
HaNasi took place recently between outstanding
officer 2nd Lieut. Becky Maman and her family
who came from Toronto for her graduation ceremony from Officers’ Course after not seeing her for a
year. However, the restrictions on visiting IDF
bases because of the coronavirus pandemic prevented the Maman family from attending the ceremony and like the other families of the new officers, they had to watch from afar. Israeli president’s Reuven Rivlin’s office received a request
from Becky’s commanding officer in the Karakal
Brigade, asking the president if he could invite
Becky and her family to his office. The meeting
was arranged and Becky and her family met in
an emotional meeting hosted by the president.
During the meeting, her parents Gidi and Monica
spoke about how proud they are of their daughter.
“She has been a big fighter since she was born. As
one of a set of triplets, she was born small and
weak, but she never let anyone feel that she wasn’t able or less successful, and she has always
done her best. We are very proud of her.” Becky’s
mother said, with tears in her eyes, that it was a
shame her grandmother and grandfather,
Holocaust survivors, were not there to see their
granddaughter make her dream come true. “She is
our guiding light and I have no doubt that we will
come here to follow her.” Becky left her parents,
her older sister and the other two triplets in
Toronto to serve in the IDF as a combat soldier in
the Karakal Brigade. After she finished basic
training and commanders’ course as an outstanding soldier, she decided to go to Officers’ Course
and be a platoon commander at the Karakal training base. Photo credit: Mark Neyman (GPO)

26-36 Advance Road,
Etobicoke, Ontario
416-239-3031
www.dimpflmeier.com
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Guild Electric
Extends Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto
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SHANA TOVA

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area for
ROSH HASHANAH
May the year ahead be a happy and healthy one.

EYE ON TORONTO
(Continued from page 22)
for the Canadian Jewish All-Terrain
Ambulance
News, on and off, for 20 “Traxter ” which is invaluyears and has been pub- able under extreme weather
lished widely in North conditions. As he wrote to
America and Israel. His friends: “In the middle of
writing career began with March the world came to a
The Suburban newspaper in standstill, but I did not! I
Montreal.
have been walking for sevYou can listen to my eral years so, with more
podcast with Bernie and time on my hands, I
Ron at https://soundcloud. increased my walking. It
c o m / t h e m i k e c o h e n p o d - has certainly helped me
cast/ber nie-farber -and- stay fit and has kept me
ron-csillag-from-the-cana- sane. However, it has startdian-jewish-record.
ed to get boring so I decided
ONE
MILLION that I needed a focus, a
STEPS: Toronto’s Aaron sense of purpose and, with
Rifkind is a very generous that in mind, I have decided
donor to Canadian Magen to raise money for (Magen
David Adom. His love of David Adom). If you would
walking and his dedication like to support his camto helping save lives have paign
log
on
to
inspired him to walk a mil- www.cmdai.org.
lion steps in the coming
Mike Cohen can be
months with the aim of rais- reached
at info@mikecoing sufficient funds for the hen.ca . Listen to his podpurchase of a much-needed cast at www.mikecohen.ca

•
MUSIC IN EXILE

We Extend Best Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends and Customers on the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be blessed with health and happiness
for family and friends.

(Continued from page 9)
represent a true synthesis Thursday night concerts
of both the western and featured a talented young
Indian tradition. No one in violinist
named
Mehli
the 1930s was doing any- Mehta, whose son Zubin
thing remotely like this. He
was composing world music
before we ever used that
term.”
Ironically, millions
of Indians are familiar with
one piece of Kaufmann’s
music, though few know it’s
the work of this Czech-born
Jewish composer who in
1936 wrote the sinuous signature tune that All India
Radio (AIR) still plays every
morning. While in India,
Kaufmann served as the
Director
of
European
Musicat AIR and founded
the Bombay Chamber Music
Society. The group’s regular
We Extend Greetings
to the
Jewish Community
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be a
happy and
healthy one.
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would earn world renown as
a major contemporary conductor. Mehta fondly recalls
meeting the Czech composer as a child.
Following the war,
Kaufmann
moved
to
Canada, becoming head of
the piano department at the
Halifax Conservatory of
Music in Nova Scotia, and
then the first professional
conductor of the Winnipeg
Symphony
Orchestra.
Under his tenure, the
orchestra attracted a host of
international
soloists,
including a young Glenn
Gould
who
performed
Bach’s D Minor Piano
Concerto. After the performance, Gould wrote to
Kaufman: “I have played
this concerto many times,
but this was the most perfect accompaniment I have
ever had.”
In 1956, Kaufmann
finally received an offer in
the United States, spending
the rest of his distinguished
career teaching at Indiana
University’s School of Music

in Bloomington, composing,
conducting and producing
seminal texts on Indian and
other Eastern music.
The “Chamber Works
of Walter Kaufmann” showcases his String Quartet No.
11, Sonata No. 2, Op. 44,
String Quartet No. 7,
Sonatina No. 12, and
Septet. “Kaufmann’s chamber music, especially the
two string quartets, are
musical gems,” Wynberg
says. “They exhibit an
unusually eclectic musical
style, a breathtaking amalgam of Western, Indian,
and Eastern musical traditions that gives them a
capricious and quite contemporary quality. There
are flashes of Debussy,
Bartók, and Stravinsky,
and hints of Bohemian
and klezmer music, but
the end result is a world of
inventiveness and surprises.”
The CD is also a testament to the passion and
flexibility of the ARC
Ensemble. With no record-

25
ings or composer to consult,
the ensemble beautifully
and sensitively captures the
style and spirit of the
music’s time and context.
The CD provides a pathway
for these sublime works to
take their place in the
canon of 20th century masterworks.

Readers can click the
link below for a choice of
Chandos’ web-site, Apple
music, Spotify and Deezer.
As Amazon and other services also have the album
available, these will be
added to the same link:
https://lnk.to/ARCKaufma
nnPR

We Wish Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout the GTA
A Happy and Healthy
ROSH HASHANAH
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WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 4)

We Wish All Our Jewish Friends in
HAMILTON AND AREA
a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year
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the right of the United
nations to condemn settlement expansion. The liberal
pro-Israel group J Street
has endorsed Biden but has
not backed Harris. Says
JTA’s Ron Kampeas: “she’s
more AIPAC Than J Street.”
Harris has not, however, refrained from criticizing the current Israeli government. Like many other
Democrats she is opposed
to Israel’s unilateral annexation of parts of the West
Bank, although she refused
to sign a letter written by
other senators stating that
annexation would harm
U.S.-Israel ties. She has
also indicated her support
for rejoining the Iran
nuclear deal. “This nuclear
deal is not perfect”, she
says, “but it is the best
existing tool we have to prevent Iran from developing
nuclear weapons and avoid
disastrous military conflict
in the Middle East.”
The Biden Harris
ticket means that the
extreme
left
wing
Democrats and their all too
common
anti-Semitic
rhetoric will, for now, be
pushed onto the back burner. Biden’s disavowment of
Palestinian-American
activist Linda Sarsour, even
though she appeared at on-

line meeting of Muslims
supporting his candidacy, is
certainly encouraging. “She
has no role in the Biden
campaign whatsoever,” said
Biden campaign spokesman
Andrew Bates.

Principal Should
Not Have Been Fired
In October of last
year William Latson, a high
school principal in South
Florida, was fired for telling
a parent that he could not
say for certain that the
Holocaust was a “factual,
historical event” because
“not everyone believes the
Holocaust
happened.”
Latson wrote the mother of
a student in an e-mail that
“the school’s educational
offerings on the Holocaust
exceed the state’s requirements.
You have your
thoughts, but we are a public school and not all of our
parents have the same
beliefs.” Latson insited he
had to remain “politically
neutral” on the Holocaust in
order not to antagonize
those who deny the annihilation of 6 million Jews
The remarks were
especially insensitive given
that a large population of
Holocaust survivors and

SHANA TOVA
to All Our Jewish Friends throughout
Hamilton-Wentworth

The Jewish Standard, September 2020
their descendents live in
Boca Raton and South
Florida. More than 10,000
survivors are estimated to
live in Palm Beach, Broward
and Miami-Dade counties.
After a four month
investigation
the Palm
Beach County School Board
fired Latson from his job as
principal of the Spanish
River Community High
school.
But Judge Robert
Cohen, while acknowledging that Latson “made some
unfortunate choices in
expressing his thoughts”,
nevertheless recommended
that Latson be rehired but
be reassigned to another
position. He also recommended that Latson receive
back pay for the wages lost
during his suspension.
The school district,
ruled the judge, “failed to

prove that Latson engaged
in misconduct in office,
incompetence
or
gross
insubordination”.
“Any
competent evidence of AntiSemitism”, he continued,
“either direct or indirect, on
Dr. Latson’s part, is sorely
lacking”.
Because the judge
decided in his favour, the
School Board will have to
vote on his reinstatement
The board had voted 5-2 in
favour of his termination.
(Please turn to following page)
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We Wish the Community a
Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends and Clients throughout
HAMILTON AND AREA
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

We Wish All Our
Jewish Friends
a Happy, Healthy
and Prosperous
ROSH HASHANAH

THE OFFICIAL ISRAELI
Holocaust Day Stamp
for 2020 is dedicated to
the unique phenomenon
of the Bergen-Belsen DP
camp.
The stamp
shows the declaration
of the Central Jewish
Remission Committee
during the first congress of the Holocaust
survivors in BergenBelsen in September
1945: "Open the gates
of the Land of Israel!"
This
poster
also
appeared on the cover
of the festive issue of
the
Bergen-Belsen
Yiddish
magazine
"Unzer Sztyme" - "Our
Voice".
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WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from preceding page)

English Tennis
Legend Dies
One of Britain’s
most famous Jewish sports-

women, Wimbledon doubles
champion Angela Buxton,
has died just before her
85th birthday.
Buxton was the first
British player to reach the

We Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
HAMILTON, BURLINGTON AND AREA
For A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

prestigious tournament’s
single finals in 1958 and
though Buxton was defeated she then teamed up with
American Althea Gibson to
win the doubles title.
Gibson had won the French
Open singles championship
a few weeks earlier, the first
black woman to win a major
title. She and Buxton then
took the doubles title.
But Buxton, whose
career was cut short by a
serious wrist injury, found
that being Jewish prevented

her from being “accepted” in
British tennis circles. She
was refused admission to
the All England Club where
entry was customary for
any player having success
at Wimbledon. She was put
on the “waiting list” for
membership but somehow
the list never got shorter for
her. Last year Buxton said
that her failure to be admitted “is
an unfortunate
example of how British really treat Jews in this country.” When she enquired

SHANA TOVA
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

The Jewish Standard, September 2020
about her membership status in 1988 the club
claimed they had offered
her membership but that
she had turned it down.
Buxton categorically denied
the
All
England’s Club
response and its claim that
“we strongly refute any suggestion that race or religions plays a factor” in the
admission policy.
Buxton was born in
Liverpool in 1934. She
began playing tennis in
South Africa where she
spent the war years and
then returned to North
Wales where she attended
the Goldwater Hall boarding
school. She continued to
focus on her tennis career
as a teenager but when she
applied to the Cumberland
Lawn Tennis Club in
Hampstead her application
was denied. The club made
it abundantly clear that it
did not take Jews as members.

Buxton won a gold
medal at the Maccabiah
Games in 1953 and was
inducted
into
the
International Jewish Sports
Hall in Netanya in 1981.
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SHANA TOVA
to all Our Jewish Friends and Customers
in the GTA, Hamilton and Burlington

Ban on Shofar
Blowing Lifted
The British government will now allow wind
instruments such as shofars to be blown in places of
worship for congregational
leaders, although not for
congregants. The government recommends that all
instruments be cleaned
before and after use and
permits small groups of
singers to perform in front
of
worshippers,
even
indoors, but with no audience participation.
“This will be welcome news across the
Jewish community”, said
Board of Deputies president
(Please turn to following page)
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We Take Pleasure in Extending New Year Greetings
to the Jewish Communities of
Hamilton-Wentworth and Burlington
May your year be blessed with peace and prosperity.

We Join in Extending New Year Greetings
to Our Jewish Friends and Clients throughout
Hamilton, St. Catharines and Area
May the year ahead be a
happy and healthy one.

WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from preceding page)
Marie
van
der
Zyl.
“Nevertheless, we continue
to urge everyone to observe
all health regulations so
that we can have a happier
and heathier New Year.”
Britain’s
Reform
movement, however, is
advising all its shuls to find
alternatives to in person
gatherings during the High
Holy Days, warning against
a “two tier system” favouring non-vulnerable members. A spokesman for the
movement said that “we are
particularly motivated by
not wishing to spread the
disease, in awareness of the
limits of social distancing
with such big numbers for
the High Holy Days, and
also not wishing to create a
two-tier system where some
members are able to attend
in person and more vulnerable community members
can only follow online.”

UAE’s Jews
Welcome News
The new relationship between Israel and the
United Arab Emirates has
been a boon to the 2000
Jews who lives in the country mostly in Abu Dhabi and
Dubai. “We were surprised
by the timing, but we knew
it was coming”, said Solly

Wolf, the leader of the UAE
Jewish community.
“We
have been feeling more free
for a while now, but even
more so now”.
In the past Jews
have kept a low profile in
the UAE.
But
that is
changing.
In June the
UAE’s Jewish community
released a prayer in Hebrew
in honor of the leaders of
the country. Then over a
hundred
Dubai
Jews
attended the biggest virtual
Shabbat gathering the Arab
world has ever seen.
Authorities have given the
country’s Jews permission
to open synagogues. “A few
months ago,” says Wolf,
“some might have had an
issue if you were seen walking inside a mall with a
yarmulke on your head” but
now “there is no issue with
that whatsoever. You see
ultra-Orthodox Jews walking around the street with a
Tzitzit and no one says a
thing”.
The country’s Jews
are now looking forward to
visiting Israel and to welcoming Israeli tourists. And
Wolf adds that there are
also economic opportunities
awaiting Israelis. “Dubai is
an emirate with a lot of
money”, he says. “Israel is a
country with vast techno-

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO OUR
JEWISH FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS
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logical accomplishments in
agriculture, medicine, hightech, cyber.
Israel has
many things for which they
will find buyers here.”

Parkland Parents
On Opposite Sides
Andrew Pollack and
Fred Guttenberg both lost
their daughters in the
Parkland massacre in 2018.
The two fathers, however,
now find themselves on
opposite sides of presidential politics.
Guttenberg
has
become a leading gun control activist. In fact, during
Donald Trump’s State of the

COVID-19
IS THE FAULT OF
THE JEWS
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Union address, Guttenberg
was heard shouting from
the speaker’s box(he was
invited there by Nancy
Pelosi) when Trump stated
that he would protect the
rights of gun owners.
Guttenberg was removed
from the audience by a
plain clothes police officer.
He later apologized for the
outburst.
Andrew Pollack, on
the other hand, is an avid
supporter of Donald Trump.
He voted for the president in
2016 and delivered remarks
at the opening night of the
recent Republican convention.
He believes Trump
has it right when he emphasizes school safety instead
of gun control. “The president did what he said he
would do”, says Pollack.
“Gun control laws didn’t fail
my daughter. People did”.
Pollack appeared to mock
Joe Biden’s mental competence, reminding voters that
the Democratic nominee
incorrectly claimed that he
had been vice-president at
the time of the Parkland
shooting.

A Do It
Yourself Bris
Noam and Elisheva
Fogel have been emissaries
from the Jewish Agency

and Bnei Akiva in New
Zealand since 2018. Their
son, Eden, was born earlier
this year, in fact two days
before the country closed its
borders because of COVID.
(Please turn to following page)

We Take Pleasure in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our Jewish Friends
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Communities of Hamilton and Burlington
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be blessed with peace and prosperity.

Peter Martin
ANTI-SEMITIC POSTERS
blaming Jews for the
COVID-19
pandemic
appeared in the southern Argentine city of
Neuquen, nearly 700
miles south of Buenos
Aires. The posters contained phrases such as
“The Jews are the
virus” and “Argentines
Awake to the World
Jewish Dictatorship.”
(JMNeuquen/Twitter)

Appliances

140 Hester Street
Hamilton ON L9A 2N8

905.383.2146

www.petermartins.ca
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SHANA TOVA TO ALL OUR JEWISH FRIENDS
AND CUSTOMERS THROUGHOUT
SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO

WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from preceding page)
The Fogels had a
problem.
There are no
mohels in New Zealand and
so the country’s 8000 Jews
have to rely on one from
Australia to travel to the
country. This was not possible due to the country’s
COVID restrictions.
A few weeks ago the
couple decided they could
not wait any longer. Noam,
under the supervision of a
local doctor(under New
Zealand law mohels must
be certified doctors) and a
community rabbi, performed the circumcision on
Eden himself.
“We are happy and
joyful that finally Eden
Refael will undergo a brit,"
said Elisheva. "This is definitely a happy and emotional moment. We are waiting
for the day when we can tell
him what he went through.
Today more than ever we
appreciate the fact that in
Israel a Jewish life is possible even in difficult times
such as these.”

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to our Jewish Friends and Customers in
HAMILTON AND BURLINGTON
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be blessed with health and harpinness.

Cuomo Not Happy
With de Blasio
New York governor
Andrew Cuomo has indicated in no uncertain terms
that if New York city mayor
Bill de Blasio won’t put an
end to overflow weddings
taking place in Borough
Park and New Rochelle
“then the state will”.
“We’ve had superspreader events in New
Rochelle with the Jewish
community, we’ve had them
in the Catholic community.
The virus does not discriminate by religious or racial
lines, right?
This is an
equal-opportunity
situation. So we police in every
circumstance.”
Currently, the state
of New York bans gatherings
of more than 50 people.
Reports indicate that people
are entering halls through
side doors and that windows are being covered with
paper.
While de Blasio,
Cuomo says, has been too
slow to act, the mayor did
acknowledge that the predominantly Hasidic neighborhood has a positive test
rate of 2.5 percent — well
above the citywide average
of under 1 percent.

U.S. Rabbis Making
“Big” Mistake
Jonathan Sacks, the
former chief rabbi of Great
Britain, always avoided
supporting any particular
party or candidate. As chief
rabbi from 1991 to 2013 he
acknowledged
that
he
offered advice to Britain’s
political leaders but he
never got involved in political advocacy and electioneering. And he prohibited
any rabbi under his supervision from doing so as well.
And
so
Sachs
believes that American rabbis are making a “big, big,
big mistake” by getting in-
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volved in the U.S. presidential and congressional elections.
Rabbi Sachs is critical of both those on the left
and right. He rejected the
comments
of
haredi
Orthodox rabbis Shmuel
Kamenetsky and Aryey
Spero who urged Jews to
reelect Donald Trump. He
is also dismayed by those
on the left who engage in
“politics from their pulpits”.
“You mix religion and

SHANA TOVA
to the Jewish
Communities of
HAMILTON AND
BURLINGTON
May your year be a
happy and healthy one
for family and friends.

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish friends
throughout
St. Catharines and Area
May your year be a
happy and healthy one.

and politics, you get terrible
politics and even worse religions”, Sachs says.
“I’m
afraid I have absolutely not
the slightest shred of sympathy for anyone who, as a
rabbi, tells people how to
vote.”

On Her Way
to 120
South
African
Rosalie Wolpe still has
almost a decade to go but
she is certainly getting closer to the outer limits of a
normal human lifetime.
Wolpe recently celebrated
her 111th birthday at her
Cape town retirement facility.
A video call to her
daughter Janet in Australia
was the highlight of her day.
Because of COVID19 restrictions only residents of her Highlands
House Home for Jewish
Aged were able to attend her
two birthday parties. Her
relatives had to participate
virtually. This suited Wolpe
just fine as she has always
insisted that she dislikes
the fuss being made over
her birthdays.
But, says
her 76 year old son David,
“she handled it with great
aplomb.”
And
what
does
Wolpe think is the secret to
her longevity? Says the former shopkeeper who was
born in 1909: “I never had
a car. I used to walk a lot.”

Come and Invest
Says Zelensky
Vlodymyr Zalensky,
Ukraine’s Jewish president,
has a message for Jews
around the globe: come and
invest in his country. It’s all
part of a new campaign that
aims to attract new interments into the economically
ravaged country.
“The
president”,
says a spokesperson, “finds
it particularly important to
attract Jewish investors
across the world in light of
the historic ties between the
Jewish people and Ukraine,

33
which has remained relevant also today with hundreds of thousands of
Jewish tourists visiting
Ukraine each year.”
Though minorities,
including Jews, sometimes
still serve as scapegoats for
the ethnic and language
divides in Ukraine the fact
that Zalensky could win an
election for president without hiding the fact that he is
Jewish offers hope that
Ukraine has moved beyond
its often anti-Semitic past.

Arafat’s Widow
Slams Palestinians
Suha Arafat, widow
of Yasser Arafat, says she
supports Israel’s deal with
the United Arab Emirates
and
has
denounced
Palestinian leaders who
have rejected it. Ms. Arafat,
who lives in Malta, wrote:
“In the name of all the noble
Palestinians I am apologizing to the UAE people and
leadership for the profana(Please turn to following page)

HAPPY NEAR TO ALL MY
JEWISH FRIENDS AND CONSTITUENTS

We Wish the Jewish Community of
HAMILTON AND AREA
A Happy and Healthy
ROSH HASHANAH
for your family and friends.
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WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from preceding page)
tion and burning of their directing a smear camflag in Jerusalem...and for paign against her.
insulting the symbols of the
In a TV interview
beloved UAE.”
with Israel television she
Arafat claimed that said: “Enough with the sloMohamoud A b b a s w a s gans. We collaborate with

We Extend Best Wishes for Rosh Hashanah to Our
Jewish Friends and Clients throughout
LONDON AND AREA
May 5781 be a happy and healthy year.

SHANA TOVA
to all Our Jewish Friends and Customers throughout
KITCHENER-WATERLOO

Israel, with Shin Bet and
Mossad. Who are you kidding?”

Uber Passenger
No Friend of Jews
Naftoli is an uber
driver
in
Melbourne,
Australia. He wears a kippah on his Uber app photo
so there is no mistaking his
religion.
A few weeks ago he
picked up a passenger who,
after he got in the car and
realized Naftoli was Jewish,
ordered him to pull over and let
him out of the vehicle.
“I don’t like Jews”, he said.
“I’m not going to ride with a
Jew.”
Naftoli tried to calm
the passenger suggesting
that he just “enjoy himself”.
But that only led to more
abuse. “See you later you
scumbag. F***ing Jewish
dog”, he said as he stormed
out of the car.
“I’d rather walk”, the
man says in his own video.

The Next
Sandy Koufax?
At the time of writing
Max Fried of the Atlanta
Braves is 6-0 and leads the
league in ERA.
He also
wears number 32, an
homage to his idol Sandy
Koufax. “The more success I
had growing up, the more I
heard about Sandy Koufax

UAE CROWN PRINCE
is destined for “the
trash can of history”,
says the Palestinian
Authority.
Cartoon
courtesy
Palestinian
Media Watch.

in the Jewish community”,
he says.
Fried attended synagogue growing up and also
had a bar mitzvah. There
is, however, one difference
between the two. While
Koufax refused to pitch on
Yom Kippur, Fried took to
t h e m o u n d l a s t y e a r. . .
rather unsuccessfully.

HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO THE JEWISH
COMMUNITY OF
KITCHENERWATERLOO

HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL OUR
JEWISH CUSTOMERS
THROUGHOUT
LONDON, CAMBRIDGE
AND
KITCHENER-WATERLOO

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR JEWISH FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

We Will All Our Jewish Friends and Clients
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year
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SHANA TOVA TO ALL OUR JEWISH FRIENDS AND CLIENTS
THROUGHOUT THE GTA AND SURROUNDING AREAS
MAY YOUR YEAR BE BLESSED WITH HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
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